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Overview 
In the fast-changing world of mobile security, keeping your finger on the 
pulse can be challenging. Lookout Threat Advisory taps into the world’s 
largest mobile dataset fed by Lookout’s global sensor network of millions 
of devices, pairing it with insight from Lookout security researchers who 
will give you actionable intelligence on the latest mobile threats and risks.

Offerings
Lookout Threat Advisory provides you with a continuous feed of threat 
intelligence updates and analyses, as well as access to the foremost mobile 
security researchers. With a variety of offerings, Threat Advisory goes 
beyond just reporting and provides benefits such as access to the threat 
data Lookout’s own team of researchers leverages for threat hunting, 
which is informed by the world’s largest mobile dataset. Lookout provides 
training for your internal team on hunting mobile threats, and deep-dive 
threat guidance reports when a large-scale mobile threat is discovered.

Benefits

Smarter risk management 

Know what threats are prevalent 
(and what threats are irrelevant) 
in the countries your organization 
operates, allowing you to make 
better informed security risk 
management decisions.

Get ahead of the attackers 

With early visibility into mobile 
threat trends you can take steps 
to protect your organization before 
mobile attacks occur. Receive 
actionable information such as 
indicators of compromise that you 
can put into your current control 
environment to broaden your mobile 
security strategy.

Build stronger business cases 

Use quantified risk data to 
demonstrate the relevance of mobile 
threats to your organization and 
help achieve buy-in and budget for 
mobile security initiatives across 
your organization.

Secure mobile infrastructure 

For mobile network operators 
and organizations responsible for 
the security of large populations 
of mobile users, Lookout Threat 
Advisory services offer critical, 
actionable insights that allow you 
to make better investments in 
protecting your mobile infrastructure.
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Lookout Threat Advisory

Monthly global threat report 
As part of Lookout Threat Advisory services, Lookout will 
provide our Monthly Global Threat Report. This details 
mobile threat encounter rates and the latest threat families, 
including heatmaps showing global threat prevalence by 
threat classification (see Figure 1).

Mobile threat encounters rates are sampled and rolledup 
on a weekly basis per classification, covering the following 
threat classifications:

	� Adware

	� Chargeware

	� Backdoor

	� Bot

	� Exploit

	� Root Enabler

	� Riskware

	� Spyware

	� Surveillanceware

	� Trojan

Why Lookout?
Lookout Mobile Endpoint Security ensures continuous security and compliance on every device, 
leveraging a large data set fed by more than 200 million devices, and the analysis of over 150 million 
mobile apps. Lookout empowers your organization to adopt secure mobility without compromising 
productivity by providing the visibility IT and security teams need. To learn how you can secure your 
mobile fleet today, contact us at sales@lookout.com.

The Monthly Global Threat Report provides (where applicable) a list of indicators of compromise 
(IOCs) for covered threat families to help customers better identify and track specific patterns 
and communications within their own networks.

IOC contents include:

	� Threat family name

	�  Most prevalent associated app hashes

	� IPs/DNS names of identified C2 servers

	� Communication protocol information

	� URL paths

	� SMS number communication
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For more information visit 
lookout.com

Request a demo at 
lookout.com/request-a-demo

About Lookout
Lookout, Inc. is the endpoint to cloud security company purpose-built for the intersection of 
enterprise and personal data. We safeguard data across devices, apps, networks and clouds 
through our unified, cloud-native security platform — a solution that’s as fluid and flexible as 
the modern digital world.  By giving organizations and individuals greater control over their 
data, we enable them to unleash its value and thrive. Lookout is trusted by enterprises of all 
sizes, government agencies and millions of consumers to protect sensitive data, enabling them 
to live, work and connect — freely and safely. To learn more about the Lookout Cloud Security 
Platform, visit www.lookout.com and follow Lookout on our blog, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
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